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be well on our way to a more civilized way of living. We could, after 200 years, free
sensitive young Americans from the feeling of need to rebel randomly, irrationally and
self-destructively."26
Dr. Clark's views added a sobering thought too seldom considered by white
segregationists who thought they were protecting white children by imposing racial
disjunction or by black separatists who thought they were aiding black children by
seeking racial disjunction. Both failed to see that the welfare of both blacks and whites
hinged upon achieving a genuinely equal and a truly integrative education. The
diagnosis of the near-fatal social disease of disjunctivitis was persuasively stated by the
National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders as it sought to discover the causes of
the riots that wracked the cities and the very foundations of the United States in the
mid-1960s. "Race prejudice has shaped our history decisively; it now threatens to
affect our future. White racism is essentially responsible for the explosive mixture
which has been accumulating in our cities since the end of World War II."27
Segregated education has been at the root of these attitudes as much as discrimination
in housing and employment. How can racial disjunctivitis be cured? By equal and
integrated education as the first priority, and by compensatory education where
needed. If America could make restitution quickly enough, its bicentennial might
become genuinely a celebration for freedom and equality as well as civilized moder-
nity.
Vie Red/White Strain
While the graph of black and white disjunctivitis in American education was rising and
falling in the century following the Civil War, a variant of the same disease, a red and
white strain, was infecting another whole sector of American life. Less immediately
and directly in the forefront of the consciousness of most Americans, the educational
plight of the American Indian was no less poignant in its impact upon the spirit and
outlook of a whole people. Because the Indians were far less numerous than the
blacks, were farther removed from the major centers of population, and had blocked
so painfully the trails to the open lands of western America, concern for the welfare of
the Indian was less prevalent and less pronounced than for the freed blacks. And
because their dealings were largely with the federal government itself and their sense of
common identity so weakly developed, the Indians' efforts at self-help were either less
efficacious or longer-delayed than those of black Americans.
In the years following the end of the Civil War the Plains Indians continued to
resist the encroachment of settlers upon the lands west of the Mississippi which they
believed were rightfully theirs and which had been assigned to them by treaty after
treaty with the federal government. However, by 1890 when effective military resis-
tance closed, most Indians had been pushed back within reservations defined by the
federal government and for which the government took formal responsibility.
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